Carleton Dining Board
Thursday, April 5, 2018
Sevy Meeting Room

Present:
Bryan Schouten, Dan Bergeson, Daniel Johnson ’20, Katie McKenna, Lee Clark, Andrea Robinson

Introductions/Icebreaker:

Name, year, where are you from?
What was the most interesting thing you ate during Spring Break?

Comment Cards:

Sayles

- Could we bring back the sliced almonds? Thanks!
  - Slivered almonds are on. Thank you
- Please bring back the regular pesto! Seconded
  - Thank you. Pesto is as now and will be gone soon.
- Bring back dark roast coffee!
  - Ok. Will do.
- Bring back the honey mustard dressing please? 😊
  - Will do thank you.
- Meat Lovers Rating: 2 out of 10, F
  - Sorry!
- The caprese vegetarian weekly sandwich was INCREDIBLE! I really wish it were a permanent item.
  - Thank you! We will see what we can do!
- I would love to see small containers for soup to go! Sometimes the other containers are too big! Also bread bowls!
  - We will look into it. Thank you!
- Could we get more cold turkey sandwiches? It always seems like there are never any in the fridge.
  - They are on a rotation. We will try to make sure there are more out. Thank you!
- Bruschetta burger was excellent. Bring back the tamales.
  - Thank you, we will have both again!
- It would be great if the veggie sandwich was made a permanent menu item. It is INCREDIBLE.
  - We will look into it! Thank you!
- Keep the grilled tempeh sandwich please! It’s my fave.
  - Glad you like it!
- The Bombshell burger was amazing! <3
  - Thank you! Look for it again.
- Pastries: Would love to see the return of 7-layer bars, Reeses Tollhouse bars, pecan bars, or friends!
  - The bakery is on a rotation, but will let them know. Thank you!
• Add Philly Cheese Steaks to the menu. (Can be chicken & steak)
  o Great idea! Look for it this term.
• How do you get your puff pastries so soft and flaky? The apple turnovers are to die for. <3
  o Thank you! I will let the bakery know.

Burton

• Could you please refill the napkins after dinner or in the morning so we can have napkins at breakfast?
  o Thank you. Yes we’ll do a better job.
• Herb ricotta and marmalade and marbled sour dough all the same day! Wow! P.S. Can we get carrot sticks?
  o Thank you. We will have carrots on the menu.
• Could you make more veggie breakfast pizzas?
  o Thank you. Veggie breakfast pizza on the way.
• I see there’s already a card about almond milk, but could I also ask for unsweetened almond milk? I miss having it w/granola and not being too sweet. Thanks!
  o Will do.
• Y’all are amazing! But could you please make Frosted Flakes one of the main cereals? <3 <3 <3
  o Sure. Will have Frosted Flakes more often.
• I LOVE the reusable cups! What happened to them? I get if there is a limited supply, but if it were more publicized what was happening with them, I would appreciate it!
  o As we get more we will put them in use. Thank you
• Would it be possible to get Almond Milk? I miss it so much!
  o Yes, will do.
• Reusable cups, such a great idea! Thanks for everything.
  o Thank you.
• The squash/pumpkin risotto was amazing! Tasted like gold. I would love a tortilla option, because it’s versatile and GF! Also warm rice more often would be great. Sticky rice!
  o Thank you. Corn tortillas, just ask. Sticky rice, will do.
• 1) Have you guys ever considered serving ravioli? I’ve been craving it and can’t remember every seeing it in Burton. 2) The oranges are pretty hard to peel, especially w/o getting OJ all over your hands. Please consider clementines.
  o Sorry about the oranges being hard to peel. 😊 We will have ravioli, keep watching. Ravioli on the way.
• Bring back fun eggs! People keep asking for them – I know they’re in high demand. Thanks!
  o Will do. Fun egg times are coming.
• THANK YOU for…
  - The no fat yogurt
  - The whole almonds you had one morning
  - All that you do!
  - (Oh, the pea soup too!)
  o You are welcome
**Upcoming Events/Happenings:**

- **April 5\(^{th}\):** Take me out to the ball park, its opening day for the Minnesota Twins!! Burton, LDC and Sayles will be serving up some of your ball park favorites.
- **April 11\(^{th}\):** Please join us for Chef Showcase in Burton during lunch featuring Executive Chef Bryan Schouten.
- **April 18\(^{th}\):** Things are going to get spicy! Sayles will be replacing the regular menu and serving Taqueria after dark, served from 8pm to close.
- **April 21\(^{st}\):** Come join the fun across campus and the Northfield community as we celebrate Earth Day!
- **April 23\(^{rd}\):** We will be holding our annual Cookie Contest in LDC during dinner. Make sure to stop by and vote for your favorite cookie!

**Next Dining Board Meeting:** April 19th, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m., Sevy Meeting Room (Burton)